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Abstract:  Perception is a critical computational task in autonomous vehicles.
and somewhat conflicting demands on perception systems: high accuracy, low latency, and performance on limited
computational resources.  The conflict between these requirements is particularly acute in the case of unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) but is also true of gro
manage efficiency in perception for autonomous vehicles. Work with Krishna Muuva and Justin Bradley of UNL
looks at UAV-UAV tracking.  We show that tracking performance saturates abo
accuracy.  Work with Deep Samal and Saibal Mukhopodhyay of Georgia Tech compares the results of multiple
evaluators to improve the accuracy of LIDAR tracking.
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Perception is a critical computational task in autonomous vehicles.  Autonomous vehicles place stringent
conflicting demands on perception systems: high accuracy, low latency, and performance on limited

The conflict between these requirements is particularly acute in the case of unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) but is also true of ground vehicles.  This talk will describe two related efforts to improve and
manage efficiency in perception for autonomous vehicles. Work with Krishna Muuva and Justin Bradley of UNL

We show that tracking performance saturates above a given level of perceptual
Work with Deep Samal and Saibal Mukhopodhyay of Georgia Tech compares the results of multiple

evaluators to improve the accuracy of LIDAR tracking. 
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